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A Summaηof SSRI Open Lecture, delivered on November I 7, I 998 

Cf召LDREARING: SYNTHESIS OF EASTERN AND WESτ'ERN CONCEPTS 

針。f.Dr Luh Ketut Sury加 i,MD

Udayana Umve目1ty,Indonesia 

Wes匝mMedicine, tends to emph拙 izethe well-being of mind, body and social. 

Pre and阻 tenatalc町etends only to think about the physical health of the baby and 

mo曲er.The personality of出eperson is fo四1edafter the baby is born, mfluenced by 

education, child rearing, and the environment Child rearing practices mostly focus 

on the penod after the baby is born 

But in Eastern med1cme, all people are considered have a spirit which exists 

from conception. Spint is血esource of our life, our knowledge and mspiration. It is 

impo尻町1tto consider the whole pe四on,not only mind, body and socio-cultural, but 

also spint 

In fusion the Eastern阻 dWestern concepts, I位yto see a humankind in holistic 

tenns as havmg mmd, body, sp!fit, and soc10cultural The basis of personality is 

fonned m the womb台。mconcepaon to de~very. The emoaons and attitudes of血e

mother at the tlme of delivery will be particularly influential. To have a healthy 

person we must prepare already from conception. My view of empowerment for the 

2lstce曲 Jryemph出esa non gender-bi田eda岨回dein也rmsof dominance and power. 

Ballnese society exemplifi白血isequalityτbis attitude promotes harmonious coop-

e回tion and love m relationships, far凶ly,commuruty血 dwork place in order to achieve 

equarumity皿dsucc田sfuladap阻tionto rapid social change I believe such is achiev-

able in most societi田．
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As such, I have developed a spintual meditation/relaxation method and taught it 

to large groups of adolescent students, adults胡 delderly.τ"he critical factor m medi-

talion for health and adaptation to a changing society 1s promotion of deep peace釦I

sleep This biological process is integral to heal由ydevelopment from conception 

right through life, until death. My theory of human b10-psycho soc10cultural spiri-

回alexistence underlies the practical meditation me出odIt is ulllized in all田p田箇of

daily hfe. The theory and method apply to work, home, family, and the community. 


